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People want to feel well wherever they are.  
if they are furnishing a new home, what could 
be better than something modern, stylish and 
of superior quality?

AL says: After all, I want to feel good!

BEnEFiTS OF AlUMiniUM 
 +  low weight  

(1/3 of the weight of steel)
 + Excellent material strength
 + Corrosion resistant
 + High class appearance
 + Easily reshaped
 + Easily processed
 + Extremely long life expectancy 
 + Reflects light
 +  Environmentally friendly  

and recyclable
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IT’S GREAT TO BE HOME.
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AlUMERO – YOUR OEM
AlUMERO assists in the development and manufacture of a wide range of aluminium products, particularly for 
the furniture industry. As an OEM, as well as producing aluminium extrusion elements we also provide mecha-
nical processing services, surface treatment, sizing and logistics. We aim to create benefits for our customers by 
offering effective and economical solutions.

We make sure you stay ahead.
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YOUR Big AdvAnTAgE
 + Excellently qualified staff
 + in-house planning and construction office
 + From the prototype to serial production
 + Customised solutions
 + Professional, modern machine park
 + High quality processing and surface finishes
 +  Quick response times, short and flexible  

order handling times
 +  Punctual delivery and flexible logistical  

concepts
 +  Component group production using  

internally and externally produced parts

EvERYTHing FROM  
A SinglE SOURCE

Straight from the  
manufacturer!
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AlUMiniUM – THE MATERiAl WiTH A FUTURE
As well as the numerous technical benefits, there are also aesthetic reasons for using aluminium 
elements in the furniture industry. Aluminium offers designers and product developers almost 
endless possibilities.

We put your designs into practice – exactly the way you imagined them.

AREAS OF USE
 + Kitchens
 + Bedrooms
 + living rooms
 + Bathrooms
 + Office
 +  Hotel/office  

construction
 + Boat building

 + Shop fitting
 + Caravan fitting
 +  Hi-fi/Home  

entertainment
 + lighting industry
 +  Shop shelf refrige-

ration systems
 + Camping/gardens
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A STROngER PROFilE FOR YOUR FURniTURE
Having our own extrusion presses allows us to specialise in the production of furniture 
elements with excellent surface qualities and exactly calculated tolerances.

 + guide and slide rails
 + Handle extrusions
 + Frame elements
 + niche system profiles
 + Connector parts for work surfaces
 + Edges for fronts and work surfaces
 + Special elements for caravans
 + Cover extrusions
 + decorative trim strips

 + Body and corner connecting extrusions
 + Cd and dvd boards
 + Shower cabin profiles
 + Shutter profile elements
 + Profile for fittings technology
 +  Special extrusion shapes for  

the lighting industry
 + Customised solutions
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HAndlES & gRiPS
AlUMERO aluminium grips are the products of top quality proces-
sing. All raw cut edges are either milled or carefully brushed using 
modern deburring machines. Then a surface is treated piece-by-
piece to make sure the edges are optimally protected. As well as 
producing standardised grips, AlUMERO also produces elements 
according to customer requirements. After all, putting your ideas 
into practice is our mission!
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YOUR Big AdvAnTAgE
 + Modern design
 + Precise processing
 + individual surfaces
 + various surfaces available
 +  Straight from the manufacturer  

(from extrusion to processing –  
from a single source)

 + Reliable suppliers

AvAilABlE SURFACES
 + Anodised
 + Stainless steel effect
 + Chrome coating
 + Sand blasted
 + Powder coated
 + Chemical gloss finish
 + And many more

dElivEREd AS:
 + Standard delivery in cardboard boxes
 +  Packaged according to customer  

requirements if arranged in advance
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glASS dOOR FRAMES &  
FRAME ElEMEnTS
Aluminium glass frame systems can be found in a wide range of  
environments: in living rooms, kitchens, bathrooms and offices. Simple, 
timeless designs give your furniture its very own elegance.

Aluminium frame doors are currently very popular and are very versa-
tile in terms of functionality. They can be installed as folding, rotating, 
double or sliding door variants.
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YOUR Big AdvAnTAgE
 + Timeless elegance 
 +  Straight from the manufacturer 

(from extrusion to processing – 
from a single source)

 + Reliable suppliers
 + Perfect processing

dElivEREd:
 +  Cut-to size with glass ready for 

installation
 +  Pre-cut and processed element 

packaged in a box
 +  Cut-to-order, processed or unpro-

cessed, surface treated extrusion 
according to customer drafts

ACCESSORiES
 + Corner pieces
 + Screws
 + Sealings
 + Rattle prevention
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FURniTURE SUPPORT STRUCTURES & BASES 
Feet, bases and support structures allow your furniture to stand on solid foundations.  
AlUMERO manufactures bases and underframe supports exactly according to customer  
instructions.

This simple system enables the customised construction of shelves, table support frames, 
and walls etc. Profile ends can also be closed with height-adjustable or non-adjustable caps, 
if required.
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FRAME & COMPOnEnT gROUP MAnUFACTURE
AlUMERO offers complete professional package solutions for frame and component group 
manufacture. Our modern manufacturing techniques enable us to assemble complex,  
custom-built structures. Whether production takes place with internally or externally  
manufactured components, AlUMERO’s range of options includes everything from the  
production of individual components through to the making of a final product.

if required, we can also take on responsibility for all the logistical aspects of a project,  
including the acquisition of materials and final inspections.
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Silver anodised

Stainless steel effect

Ultra-shiny chrome coating 
or shiny anodised

Powder coated

Blasted

SURFACE FiniSHES
Professional surface treatment guarantees perfect protection. 
Our wide range of surface treatments allows us to offer a wide 
variety of creative design options.
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THE TREATMEnTS:
Anodisation, brushing, coating, stainless steel 
effect, chrome coating, sand blasting, grinding, 
polishing, barrel finishing, powder coating, 
chemical gloss finish etc.

nEW
AlUMERO diAMOndlinE 

BRilliAnT SURFACES liKE nO OTHER
+ Extremely scratch resistant 

+ Extraordinarily attractive 
+ incredibly shiny



WWW.AlUMERO.AT

PUTTING YOUR IDEAS INTO 
PRACTICE IS MY JOB.

SEEHAM AUSTRiA
Alumero
Systematic Solutions gmbH
Sonnenweg 1-2
5164 Seeham - Österreich

COnTACT HEAdQUARTER
Alumero Systematic Solutions gmbH
Sonnenweg 1-2
5164 Seeham - Austria
T +43 6217 / 68 41-0
F +43 6217 / 68 41-41
alumero@alumero.at 
www.alumero.at

CHORzOW POlAnd
Alumero
Metal Components Sp. z., o.o
Ul. Kluczborska 29
41-508 Chorzów - Polska

HElMOnd nETHERlAndS
Alumero
Finex Extrusions B.v.
duizeldonksestraat 20
5705 CA Helmond - nederland

SingEn gERMAnY
Alumero
lean Extrusions gmbH & Co. Kg
Carl-Benz-Str. 35
78224 Singen - deutschland

Sl. BiSTRiCA  SlOWEniA
Alumero
Metal Components d.o.o.
Kolodvorska 39
2310 Sl. Bistrica - Slovenija
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